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TimeTalk:
Bikini Atoll
How does one communicate to a generation of humans thousands of years in the future?




Science led us from the stone 
into the nuclear age. We let our 
ambition pull us ahead of time 
and created a poison that would 
last beyond our grasp of human 
history. 
The way we treat our waste is 
indicative of how we view time- 
dispensable and infinite. By 
addressing the subject of time 
through the lense of waste we can 
admit to our carelessness and 
become better creators. In order 
to view through the lense we 
must define it with something as 















waste no longer fatal 250,000
If time is only an agreement among 
men, then we’ve agreed upon the 
wrong kind of time. We treat time as a 
linear abstraction full of points like in-
finite decimals between zero and one. 
When time is really a circuitous, fluid, 
living thing that cannot be isolated, 
pinned, or refined.
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If time is only an agreement among men, then we’ve agreed upon the 
wrong kind of time. We treat time as a linear abstraction full of points like 
infinite decimals between zero and one. When time is really a circuitous, 
fluid, living thing that cannot be isolated, pinned, or refined.
This thesis is a combination of big questions that you never quite get 
around to answering. 
The first: 
How do we dispose of nuclear waste, which could be harmful for hundreds 
of thousands of years?
The second: 
What is the lifespan of architecture? 
The two questions combined become:
How does one communicate to a generation of humans thousands of years 
in the future?
My answer:
Through ritual and symbol perpetuated by inheritance.
I’m proposing that we collect all of the nuclear waste currently in the world 
and relocate it to an island in the middle of the pacific ocean called Bikini 
Atoll.
This Island is formerly a US nuclear explosion testing site. In the 1950’s our 
military evacuated the 176 inhabitants of Bikini and detonated 23 bombs 
across the atoll leaving it radioactive to this day. 9
Around 4,000 generations of humans will pass in the next 2 million 
years. By this time we will have reached “Direct Disposal Radioactive 
Equilibrium” - the point at which the waste has the same level of 
radioactivity it had when the uranium ore was taken from the earth. 
In only 230,000 years the waste will be safe to contact. 
Currently the United states has no designated high level waste storage 
facility. Instead it is stored in temporary cooling pools near the site of 
nuclear power plants and research facilities. These are scattered throughout 
the US. 
The amount of waste I’m proposing to store comes to a sum of 240,000 
metric tonnes (and that number increases every year). 
A total of 1,230 containers would be needed to store this quantity.
This container or “cask” is manufactured by a company called Trans-
Nuclear.
Close proximity is not instantly fatal, however it is not recommended that 
one hugs a cask for one hour or more. 
The program will extend across three individual islands within Bikini 
Atoll: Jabaj, Airukiiji, and Enyu
The casks will occupy the entire island of Airukiiji. It will be guarded by the 
inhabitants: scientists, bikinians, and tourists. 
Science led us from the stone into the nuclear age. We let our ambition pull 
us ahead of time and created a poison that would last beyond our grasp of 
human history. 
I’ve placed a nuclear physics lab on the island as well in the hopes that 
the casks will serve as a reminder to the scientists researching there. 
These bombs that exploded in the fifties were detonated mostly in or over 
the lagoon. Even so they left behind craters in the coral. I’m proposing that 
each of these 23 detonations be marked by Nature and by Structure.
Nature is represented by {the artificial atoll}
a lattice will be constructed having the dimensions of a 300’ diameter circle 
centered on the C.o.B. (Center of Bomb). at the end of 10,000 years a coral 
reef will have grown substantially along the ruins.
Structure is represented by {the incomplete path}
Two sets of concrete pylons were poured off the coast of Jabaj on August 
6th 1945 marking the first center of bomb. Over the course of ten thousand 
years the full path will have been constructed. 
But even as it is being constructed it is being torn apart by time. The 
water will rot the wood and erode the pylons until nothing is left. The only 
evidence remaining will be whatever fraction of the path is currently under 
construction and the reef that retains some semblance of the old boundary. 
There will only ever be an arc that hints at the circle that will never be 
whole.
In ten thousand years the process will begin again, to be repeated 22 times.
Building materials for the path will come from Enyu island where groves of 
coconut palm trees grow and Bikinians who wish to reclaim their atoll will 
live. 
In ten thousand years the coral reef will begin to form.
In 30 million years a new small coral atoll will form.10
Nuclear Waste is inherently dangerous and sometimes the processes that 
create it pose a risk. I believe we would be at fault for neglecting our 
responsibility to warn future generations of this danger’s existence and the 
hazards of its creation. 
Our responsibility is to memorialize either one of mankind’s greatest 
achievements or our most shameful invention. 
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H: “In regard to the topic of storage, I 
understand there have been some pro-
posals in the past- many of them stalled 
until further notice- have any of them 
been carried through?
J: “As of today...70 years since we started 
collecting said substance... there exists 
no functioning high-level nuclear waste 
storage site, on this earth.” 
H: “What do you see as the greatest 
challenge to your program?”
J: “You have to understand that in a 
sense the program is anti-human archi-
tecture....
The challenge...the challenge will be to 
create a structure that both hides from 
discovery and speaks loudly to those 
who do find it.”
H: “In regard to the issue of time- we’re 
talking about hundreds of thousands 
of years here- how will you, as you say, 
‘speak loudly’ to those who find it?
J: “We don’t need to give instructions 
for handling radioactive material; what 
we need to do is convey an emotion. 
Some primal disgust...or reverence. I 
believe that in an exploration of uni-
versal symbols and gestures  a common 
language will inevitably be revealed. 
These symbols may not necessarily 
be written, but instead they would be 
understood through the cyclical and 
eternal movement of light. If the world 
ends tomorrow and starts anew....we 
would not forget that.”
SCENE: Seventy-five years ago we started 
taking something from the earth. We 
altered parts of the earth that even the 
earth leaves alone and in that playful 
time discovered we were capable of 
mass destruction. 
Fascinated by our ability to obliterate- 
we waved about this threat to the hu-
man race as if it were a shiny new toy. 
Einstein- ever the peacemaker- may 
have been too captivated by his own 
brilliance. Taken by his own genius, he 
shared his findings with the world and 
the world devoured them. 
Curie, Walton, Kurchatov, Kemmer- 
voices quiet as the three-eyed fish in 
the sea. It was a long time coming and 
when it came it strolled in on a carpet 
of pride, ignorance, and apathy. 
They sat in their lab with the lights 
flickering, electricity sparking, inven-
tion shuddering. Fate shuddered as 
their pen slid across the page. That 
night they flipped the leaflets closed 
with satisfaction at solving a riddle few 
men dared to attempt. They awoke the 
following morning to a radiant sun 
and rubbed his hands on their warm 
face. Days passed after that just as days 
had passed before. The difference in 
time indiscernible even to this god. 
Nuclear Waste is inherently danger-
ous and sometimes the processes that 
create it pose a risk. I believe we would 
be at fault for neglecting our respon-
sibility to warn future generations of 
this danger’s existence and the hazards 
of its creation. 
Our responsibility is to memorial-
ize either one of mankind’s greatest 
achievements or our most shameful 
invention. 
